Graduate and Professional Student Dental and Vision Plans

2022–2023

Vision Plan

You can choose EyeMed for your vision plan and have coverage for a comprehensive eye exam, frame and lenses or contact lenses once every plan year (Oct. 1 – Sept. 30).

**Network:** Select

**Exam copay:** $15

**Frame allowance:** $160

**Contact lens allowance:** $140

**Lens copays starting at** $15

Finding an in-network provider in your neighborhood for best out-of-pocket savings is easy by logging into the eyemed.com provider locator

Dental Plan

Two options to consider:

**BASIC PLAN**
100% coverage of preventative and diagnostic services

80%/50%* coverage of fillings and simple extractions

**ENHANCED PLAN**
100% coverage of preventative and diagnostic services

80%/50%* coverage of fillings and simple extractions

80%/80%* coverage on sealants

50%/50%* coverage on root canals, periodontics, and oral surgery

50%/50%* coverage on major services such as crowns, bridges, and dentures

For more information, visit:

gradprofdenteye.yale.edu

*PPO coverage/Premier coverage

Options for charging the fee for Dental and Vision to a credit card or to your Yale Student Account!